ESSENTIALS
A window
installation
from
“FitNation”,
an exhibition
exploring how
design can
contribute to
a healthier
lifestyle, on
display in
Seattle’s new
Center for
Architecture
& Design in
early 2016

COOKBOOK

SMOKE SIGNALS
INSIDE THE KITCHEN AT THE
CELEBRATED WILLOWS INN
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ARCHITECTURE

DESIGN
WITHIN REACH

Seattle’s first dedicated center for architecture
and design sets up shop
PIONEER SQUARE IS WELCOMING A NEW TENANT with big ideas for

its new home. The Center for Architecture & Design—the result of a partnership between AIA Seattle, the Seattle Architecture Foundation, Design
in Public and the AIA Washington Council—is scheduled to move into the
historic National Building by the end of this year. Designed by Belltown
firm Suyama Peterson Deguchi, the 4,500-square-foot industrial, storefront
space will be open to the public, in addition to providing upgraded offices
for the four founding partners. Gallery spaces, conference rooms as well as
a resource library will all make the Center a destination for local, national
and international exhibitions and programming available to anyone interested in exploring how design shapes and inspires communities. “Our goal
was to create a space that would expose the public to the significance of
good design through display and interaction,” Suyama principal architect
Ric Peterson says. Through the Center’s rotating exhibitions and operation
as a uniquely functional work place, Peterson hopes to enhance the synergistic power of Seattle’s design community. Pioneer Square, 1010 Western
Ave.; 206.667.9184; cfadseattle.org JENNIFER MCCULLUM

Left to right: Scenes from New York taken for the exhibition “Living Small”, which
will be on display in Seattle’s Center for Architecture & Design in early 2016

F I T N AT I O N : A B R U Z Z O B O D Z I A K A R C H I T E C T S ;
LIVING SMALL: GARRETT REYNOLDS

THE FOG PRACTICALLY LIFTS OFF the
pages of Sea and Smoke: Flavors from
the Untamed Pacific Northwest (Running
Press, $40) by Blaine Wetzel and Joe Ray.
Wetzel is the young chef and James Beard
darling at the wildly hyperlocal Willows
Inn on Lummi Island. There, Wetzel and his
loyal staff craft a 10- to 20-course prix fixe
(several nights a week) with ingredients
farmed, foraged and fished on the island.
Even if making digestifs out of tree
leaves isn’t your thing (though there is a
recipe for roasted madrona broth), Sea and
Smoke offers a fascinating glimpse inside
an intriguing kitchen. “It’s a collective. A
cooperative,” says
Wetzel about
his crew. “The
antithesis of the
French brigade
mentality….This
is a kitchen of
lifers. They’re the
ones who are
committed to the
craft, appreciate
the collaborative style, don’t mind putting in
14-hour days, come to work early and don’t
touch their phones all day.”
Food and travel writer Joe Ray spotlights
the finer details with poetic descriptions.
“Time becomes elastic in the hushed
space, helping to intensify the Zen-like
single-mindedness of the hunt,” he writes
about the team foraging for yellow foot
chanterelle mushrooms. “The world and its
problems melt away. Hands become thickly
covered with dirt and peppered with spots
of blood and tiny cuts.”
While the tasks of operating a restaurant
on such a level might be physically and
emotionally straining, Sea and Smoke often
paints warm pictures that glow with ease
for vicarious patrons. Stunning, almost
haunting photographs by Charity Burggraaf
help set the tone. Observing service one
night, Ray writes, “Outside, it’s dark enough
that the first things you notice are the
sound of the sea, the blink of a buoy miles
out toward the horizon, and the silhouette
of the pines backlit by stars, but inside, the
dining room is loud. The gestures are large,
the smiles wide.” JESSICA YADEGARAN

